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If you’ve missed the
coverage provided by
the Kaimin, the
Independent, the ads on
Missoula radio stations,
the forums and the
signs in front yards
from the Rattlesnake to
Reserve, here’s one
more reminder for you.
Today is Election Day.
Polls for Missoula City Council elec-
tions open at 7 a.m. and close at 8 p.m.
Two University of Montana campus organ-
izations have been working to keep stu-
dents informed.
“Students make up about 10 percent of
the people who are registered to vote in
the city, so I’d like to see the students
make up 10 percent of the overall vote,”
said Matt Singer, ASUM student political
action director.
An average of 325 students vote in the
UC in each election, Singer said, and this
year, for the first time, ASUM will track
off-campus student votes. About 1,200 stu-
dents will have to vote today to make up
10 percent of the city vote, Singer said. 
ASUM and MontPIRG hosted three stu-
dent-candidate forums in the past two
weeks and handed out voter information
guides to help students become familiar
with the candidates. 
ASUM and MontPIRG worked together
to call more than 4,000 UM students
Saturday, Sunday and Monday. Phone-
bank employees worked the lines to reach
every student with a registered phone
number, calling 3,000 students during the
weekend and finishing the last 1,000
Monday.
“We’re reminding them what times the
polls are open, where they can vote and
who their candidates are,” said Bret
Thompson, board chairman of MontPIRG.
UM students who live on campus can vote
in the UC today, and students who live in
University-owned off-campus housing can
vote at Paxson School. Those who live
off-campus and want to know where to
vote can call the county elections office at
523-4751 to find out.
Adam Bystrom/Montana Kaimin
“I haven’t done my research yet, so that’s why I stopped by,” said UM junior Mary Dickman about the voter’s information table in the UC
Monday afternoon. Polls for Missoula City Council elections are open from 7 a.m. to 8 p.m. Tuesday.
With the vast
amount of informa-
tion buzzing through
cyberspace, the
Internet has brought
on “the age of cut
and paste,” tempting
students to plagiarize
material from Web pages, said Frank
D’Andraia, dean of the Mansfield Library.
Now the library will use the Internet to
prevent and control plagiarism at the
University of Montana through a Web serv-
ice called turnitin.com, he said.
Professors will be able to submit a paper
to turnitin.com, which will cross reference
the paper with more than 2 billion Web
pages, millions of published works and all
papers previously submitted. Any plagia-
rized material is underlined and linked to
the original source.
It should be running next semester,
D’Andraia said. 
“It will raise the consciousness level of
students and maybe make them more aware
of what is their original thought and what it
is not,” D’Andraia said. For professors, it
will make finding plagiarism easier, he said.
After considering several software pack-
ages, committee of library employees and
several other people is testing the site and
teaching faculty members how to use tur-
nitin.com. The University will subscribe to
the service for about $6,000 to $7,000 per
year. 
“What we’re doing is making a resource
available,” he said. “We’ll be curious as to
how many people use it and how they find
it.”
After encountering plagiarism cases all
too often, English professor Michael
McClintock said it is not difficult to detect
plagiarism because it is obvious when the
writing style doesn’t match the student’s.
Often, McClintock said, he’s able to recog-
nize the text from something he’s read
before.
“I’ve been teaching a long time,” he said.
“I’ve read a lot, and I remember a lot of it.”
Proving that a student has plagiarized is
sometimes more challenging. McClintock
said he is optimistic about a system that can
help track down the proof that a student has
plagiarized.
“It looks promising to me,” he said.
“Whether it will work out in practice, I
don’t know. We’ll have to give it a try.”
Journalism professor Dennis Swibold
said plagiarism has received more attention
after cases such as that of former New York
Times reporter Jayson Blair, who plagia-
rized and fabricated stories for the newspa-
per. 
Swibold said he has encountered only
three or four instances of plagiarism, but
those he has dealt with were disappointing.
“People get behind; they get caught under
pressure,” he said. 
The Internet can be an easy out for stu-
dents in those situations. 
In addition to resources such as Google
or Lexis-Nexis, turnitin.com could be a tool
to help stop the problem.
“(The Internet) makes it easier to plagia-
rize, but it also makes it easier to catch,”
Swibold said. 
UM to use
Web check
for cheaters
Officials at Chico
State University in
California announced
Monday that the
University of
Montana’s provost did
not get the job as pres-
ident of that universi-
ty.
Provost Lois Muir was one of two finalists
for the position at Chico State and had her
final interview there Thursday. She said she
was encouraged to apply for the job, but she
would not say by whom.
Muir has been UM’s provost since 2000.
She declined to say whether she had applica-
tions at other universities across the country.
“People have called me about a number of
possibilities, but that’s all I’ll say,” Muir said.
UM President George Dennison said he
and other administrators were not planning
for Muir to leave and said he was glad she is
staying.
“She’s been here for three years, and it’s
never good to disrupt things,” Dennison said.
If Muir were to leave UM, Dennison said,
an interim provost would be selected from
current administrators and faculty members.
Then UM would begin a national search to 
find a replacement.
“Anyone in an administrative position is
always looking to keep their options open,”
Dennison said. “We always have to deal with
eventualities of this kind. You never know
when someone is going to leave.”
Muir also said it was typical for adminis-
trators to be sought out by other universities.
“People call me all the time just as they
call lots of administrators,” she said. “It’s part
of the routine.”
The provost is the head of academic affairs
at UM. She oversees all of the academic
departments and deans. Muir said the time
she spent at Chico the past month, including
two trips to the campus, did not affect her
ability to do her job at UM.
“I work pretty hard at my job,” she said.
“That’s not an issue.”
Prior to working at UM, Muir, 55, was an
associate provost at Kent State University in
Ohio, as well as dean of graduate studies and
dean of arts, humanities and social sciences at
Kennesaw State University in Georgia. Muir
has also held academic positions at universi-
ties in Wisconsin, South Dakota and Indiana. 
Groups rally students to vote
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Internet site to
be used by
teachers to
investigate
plagiarism
UM provost
will stay, but
declines to
comment on
any other
potential
jobs
Let’s face it; this country’s environment is a mess.
Industry pollution, global warming, dams, water rights, pesticides,
carbon monoxide emissions, herbicides, forest mismanagement and
others combine to form one big, sticky, undeniable mess, which has
become pulled, yanked and tangled beyond recognition by partisan pol-
itics, industry and development.
In the U.S., the Environmental Protection Agency is the entity we
rely on to protect our air, water and land. The purpose of the agency is,
in theory, as simple and clear as its name.
Unfortunately, the EPA is suffering a severe credibility gap — due
mainly to the Bush administration’s failure to carry out its mission.
But in this tumultuous climate of politics and environmental policy,
heading the EPA — and taking the position of attempting to smooth
and solve all the environmental woes of this country, — is a brave
undertaking.
Into this dubious spot steps former Utah Gov. Mike Leavitt, Bush’s
nomination who last week officially became the new head of the EPA.
The fact that Leavitt was a favorite of Bush himself raises immedi-
ate suspicions. The Bush administration has become infamous for its
policy of brushing aside environmental responsibility in order to pla-
cate the interests of big business. Among Bush’s injurious decisions:
power plant pollution control rollbacks, failure to sign the Kyoto
Protocol and his ‘Healthy Forests’ Initiative.
Leavitt’s toughest task, then, might be grappling with the president
and preventing more of the country’s resources from slipping into the
hands of big business.
So who is this Leavitt? Is he equipped with the tenacity and dedica-
tion it would take to turn the EPA into the entity it is supposed to be?
Probably not. Leavitt, an urban cowboy who has enjoyed 11 years
of governance over one of the country’s most conservative states,
seems to be on the side of the president — a convenient, noncompliant
pick for Bush.
Leavitt said he “answered the president’s call,” because he passion-
ately believes in the need for a clean and healthy environment. “It was
his commitment that attracted me to this goal,” Leavitt said, speaking
of Bush.
And, he said, “I won’t pull punches with him, but I will tell him,
sometimes in private, how I feel.” How reassuring.
Leavitt’s environmental history, which he refers to as “middle of the
road,” is a mixture of small amount forward steps interrupted more
often with backward slides.
He fought against allowing nuclear waste to be dumped in Utah,
and worked to clean up air pollution in the Grand Canyon.
However, these feats aren’t enough to compensate for his slips: his
hand in pushing to reopen Utah’s public lands to development, his sup-
port of a multimillion-dollar Legacy Highway which would cut through
delicate wetlands bordering the Great Salt Lake and, as a governor,
bringing suit against the EPA, calling federal clean-air standards “total-
ly irrational.”
One thing that’s for sure is the challenge that Leavitt faces, which is
complex and daunting. Let’s hope that he doesn’t allow politics to
muddy the EPA’s responsibility of protecting our land, water and air for
future generations.
However, considering that Leavitt thinks he and Bush are of “the
same mind and heart,” it’s not something we can count on.
Katie Klingsporn, news editor
It’s a shame to even need to be writing this, and
indeed I do feel like a sucker for responding, but I’ll
be that sucker because the women of Missoula (and
conservatives alike) deserve better. Here it is, 2003,
and we have a man crass enough to equate women’s
liberation to kitchen appliances. As I read Mr.
Figarelle’s column, I felt like I was looking through a
Life magazine circa 1949. There sat the shiny new
dishwasher in all its glory, giving the lovely lady in
the advertisement so much more free time to pursue
other endeavors, like the laundry or birthing or even
becoming a Hollywood action hero. Did you know
some women are even in politics now? Yes indeed,
women have been liberated, but all thanks to technol-
ogy — certainly not by their own
radical initiative. I can smell the
machismo from here. 
Needless to say, the notion that
women are liberated and successful
as long as they fall into a narrow
conservative viewpoint is hollow
and painfully transparent. None of
us would be here if not for women, and we’d all be
better off to live in a world more shaped by the com-
passionate wisdom they possess. But let’s be real: it’s
largely a man’s world, and women are at the negative
receiving end of a whole lot of condescension and
intolerance.
Whining about feminism is old hat, too. What
about masculinism? What is it, you ask? We can
define it by a few fellows who embody it: Arnold
Schwarzenegger (groping) just became the governor-
elect of California. Rush Limbaugh made millions
rallying doughy minds against “feminazis” and oth-
ers. Attorney General John Ashcroft feels so threat-
ened by the power of women that he covered up the
breasts of the Spirit of Justice statue. Then there’s our
president, who, when asked at a press conference
what he got his wife for her birthday, simply smirked
and winked. Masculinists: repressed, ego-driven
goons gushing with testosterone.
The world is full of masculinists. In countries the
world over, women do the majority of the hard labor
and are still expected to birth, take care of the chil-
dren, cook, clean and be happy, loving wives. But it’s
tradition, right? Please. Take a look at the Bush
administration’s views on sexual education. Last year
the U.S. voted against a United Nations resolution to
fund global AIDS education and prevention because
it objected to health workers being allowed to discuss
condom use. The only other countries who voted with
the Bush administration were Iraq, Iran, Sudan,
Libya, Syria and the Vatican. Did I get that right?
Iraq, Iran, Sudan, Libya, Syria and the Vatican. Yep. 
We live in an incredibly materialistic society, driv-
en largely by personal image. Nowhere is this more
apparent than in the false images of women we are
bombarded with in every facet of American life. It
swallows people whole, and more and more little
girls fall prey to jaded outside expectations every day.
Females are particularly vulnerable to this because of
our fascination with them. Our fascination is not
what’s wrong; women are beautiful in every sense of
the word. What’s wrong is our expectation that they
fit into some prefabricated mold that satisfies every-
one else.
Women endure enough heartache as it is: rape,
domestic violence, job discrimination and the lot of
raising children to be sent off to war are all things
women have dealt with throughout their existence.
How discouraging it must be to have come this far
and see how ignorant and intolerant people still are. It
stifles our society more than we
know. Don’t dishearten, ladies.
Empty rhetoric is empty rhetoric. I
know way too many selfless women
doing amazing work in this town to
ever think otherwise. This is not to
say, however, that we aren’t forever
in debt to the roles Margaret Thatcher and microwave
ovens have played in women’s liberation. DING,
tea’s up!
Mr. Figarelle does have one thing right: love your
mother. From Ma Nature all the way down to each
and everyone of y’all’s mamas, females are sources
of life, love and power. We owe them everything,
and, as God knew quite well, life would be damn
boring without them. Complicated and as confusing
as they so often seem to us men, we’re all still capti-
vated by everything they do. What we need is a better
relationship with them. Friends and family members
of mine who have the strongest marriages and rela-
tionships accept each others’ differences and work
towards compromise through communication and
love. No relationship is successful when one side is
doing all the work or claiming they know everything
about what it’s like to be the other. Love is symbiotic.
So too should be our world. So here’s to all you
ladies and feminazis out there. There’s more work to
be done. After you.
David Nolt is a senior in photojournalism, a
bleeding heart and a tree-hugger. 
Looking through Life Magazine, circa 1949
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The Montana Kaimin, in its 106th year, is
published by the students of The
University of Montana, Missoula. The UM
School of Journalism uses the Montana
Kaimin for practice courses but assumes
no control over policy or content. 
Send letters to the editor to
letters@kaimin.org or drop them off in
Journalism 106
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better off to live in a world
more shaped by the compas-
sionate wisdom they possess.
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Weatheror not
Accuracy Watch
Calendar of Events
High:
Low: 9 Snow showers
Kaimin Weather - “Thanks for waiting until after
Halloween, snow!”
For years we’ve always got our hopes up when the TV weath-erman announces a Winter Weather Advisory. We hear aboutthe 3 to 5 inches of snow expected, and we would get all excit-
ed. Then, time after time, the snow never falls. Or it melts. We say,
“Screw the weather advisory!” We’re going to break from tradition
and start making our own weather warnings. Here’s today’s: Wintery
weather with another inch of snow possible. But nothing TOO excit-
ing.
The Montana Kaimin is committed to accuracy in its
reports. If you think the Kaimin has committed an
error of fact, please call 243-2394 or e-mail 
editor@kaimin.org and let us know. If we find a 
factual error was made, we will correct it on this page. 
Today, Nov. 4
“As You Like It”
Masquer Theatre — 7:30 p.m.
Come to the Bill (Da Bard) Shakespeare’s “As
You Like It.” The department of drama and dance
will present the comedy Nov. 4-8. $6 for tickets
at the PAR-TV box office.
What? You don’t like
Shakespeare? Converse with
yonder hand naive!
Election Day
See story for locations   
The Kaimin usually doesn’t
demand attendance at calendar
events — but we’re making an exception.  Vote
today so you have an excuse to whine later. It’s
your patriotic duty (both the voting and whining).
Recital
Music Recital Hall — 7:30 p.m.
“Faculty and Guest Artist Recital Series”  $6
general, $3 students and senior citizens.  For
information call 243-6880.
Wednesday, Nov. 5
Flu Shot Time!
UC atrium — 7 a.m.-5 p.m.                              
They’re calling this (we don’t make this stuff
up, folks) a “Flu Shoot Out.” Anyway, we hear
that a bad one is going around.  Don’t get other
people sick with your filthy plague. Get a flu
shot.
Free Flick
UC — 6:30-8 p.m.                                          
Peace and Justice Film Series: “Panama
Deception.” It’s free.
ASUM Senate Meeting
University Center rooms 332-333 6:00 p.m.   
These people are your voice at
the University, be there!
Thursday, Nov. 6
Sigma Xi Seminar
Science Complex 304 —
12:00 a.m.
“Night of a Thousand Dinners:
Adopt-A-Minefield, Foster a Technology.”  
Dance Concert   
Montana Theatre, PAR-TV — 7:30 p.m.
MoTrans Dance concert.  It runs Nov. 5-8 and
is $15 general and $10 for students. No word yet
if this is an electric bugaloo ...
Lecture
Gallagher Building L04 — 12:10 p.m.  
“Resistance and Resilience in the Writings of
Louise Erdich and Nora Marks Dauenhauer.”  It
certainly wins the longest title of the week award.
Buffet lunch at 11:30 p.m.
Kaiminovember
27
Housing authority clarification
A story in Wednesday’s Kaimin used information from an anony-
mous Missoula Housing Authority employee, not an official. The
employee’s comments did not reflect official MHA policy, but rather
the employee’s own opinions.
usbank.com.
Open any U.S. Bank 
checking account and 
show your University 
of Montana spirit 
by adding Grizzlies Checks! 
You'll get:
Specially designed Grizzlies Checks
No monthly maintenance fee
No minimum balance requirement
Free Internet Banking
Guaranteed Five Star Service
And much more!
See banker for complete details. Member FDIC.
• Two Branches •
2801 Brooks 209 E. Spruce
523-2309 523-24100
5 FOR 1
$9999
includes:
1. Professional Eye Exam
2. Soft Contact Lenses Bausch & 
Lomb FW or 04
3. Lenses, Single Vision Plastic
4. Contact Lens Kit
5. Case For Glasses
1431 S. Higgins, Missoula
549-5550
Polson
883-4733
Deer Lodge
846-2854
Rae Stine
Certified Optician
Dr. David Vainio • Dr. Beth Horner
Optometrists • Evening Appointments AvailableAMERICAN EYECARE
SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY
We accept Medicaid, Medicare, Blue
Chip & many vision insurance plans
$199
1 Year Supply Contacts & Exam
Included plus 6 Bottles of Renu
(8 Boxes Sof Lens 59)
Car Accident Victims:
A new free report has recently been released that reveals information every car accident
victim should have before they speak to anyone. Research shows that even a “fender
bender” can cause pain, headaches, loss of energy, fatigue, irritability and even arthritis.
Many car accident victims worry more about their car than they do their rights. If you have
been involvd in an auto accident, listen to the toll-free recorded message by calling:
1-800-800-4960 ext. 9893.
The call is free and so is the report.
Car Accident Victims
“All The World Is Not a Cage”
Chasing tails and dreams
Active Play Arena w/
social Pups
Cuddly Heated Over-night
Sleeping Space
Certified “Doggie
Wranglers”
Staffed 24 Hours
Book Now for
HOLIDAY Daycare
& Boarding
Griz Student
Rates
23028 McDonald Ave.
327-WOOF(9663)
Griz-Cat Game Train!
Train departs Missoula on Friday,
November 21st at 1:00 pm and
returns after the game. Great student
discounts! We have reserved 90
seats for U of M students at the spe-
cial price of $100.00 per person!
This is for the train ride only
(Missoula to Bozeman depot to
Missoula). For $130.00 you get the
roundtrip ride with transfers into
Bozeman, to the game and back to
the train. Must show your student
ID when boarding. Additional trip
packages available. For reservations
Call 1-800-519-7245
Join Monte  & the cheerleaders
on the Montana Daylight
train to the game!
The MONTANA KAIMIN would like to thank
members of the UM Custodial Staff, Public Safety and the staffs
of Corbin, Brantly, Botany, Main Hall, Jeannette Rankin and the
Fine Arts Buildings for their help and 
cooperation with our Halloween Special this year.
Items for the Calendar of Events can be sent to editor@kaimin.org. 
We do not guarantee publication of all submissions. 
Feeling down and rather brown?
Only — and we mean only —
www.kaimin.org 
will help.
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INVESTMENT STRATEGIES 
THAT ARE CLEAR AND CONCISE 
EVEN IF OUR NAME ISN’T.
Aside from our name, we’ve always been in favor of making 
things simple. So contact us for smart, easy investment 
techniques to help you reach your financial goals.
TIAA-CREF.org or call 800.842.2776
TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute 
securities products. For information and prospectuses, call (877) 518-9161. Read them carefully before investing.
© 2003 Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association-College Retirement Equities Fund (TIAA-CREF), 730 Third Avenue,
New York, NY 10017
RETIREMENT INSURANCE MUTUAL FUNDS COLLEGE SAVINGS TRUSTS INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT
Students who have noisy parties
have one more thing to worry
about when a police officer comes
knocking at the door.
Is their “home-sweet-home” up
to code?
Officers responding to noise
complaints from neighbors are
trained to look for visible build-
ing-code violations with a scruti-
nizing eye.
Under officer Dick Lewis,
Missoula’s police department has a
“quality of life” patrol that
responds to complaints of noise,
parking troubles and unsightly
property. These officers report the
areas in which disturbances are
called in and are prompted to
supervise those areas more.
But these officers are also
watching for building-code viola-
tions.
Judy Spannagel, director of the
ASUM Off-Campus Renter Center,
said it’s a good idea for quality-of-
life officers to look for obvious
building-code violations that are
potential safety hazards.
“They are educated to notice
things such as a disconnected
smoke alarm in the hallway, or a
basement area where one or two
bedrooms are being used with no
egress windows,” Spannagel said.
Egress windows are windows
that can be used to escape a build-
ing in case of a fire.
Although she suspects many stu-
dents are living in homes that are
not up to code, Spannagel said she
rarely hears of complaints.
Pre-existing homes in Missoula
can be inspected for code viola-
tions for free if the renter or owner
requests an inspection. With police
officers reporting violations, safety
risks have a better chance of being
fixed, Spannagel said.
Many students hesitate to
request an inspection because they
fear angering their landlords and
the possibility of eviction, she
said.
Superintendent Building
Inspector Steve Hutchings said he
usually hears students request
home inspections only when they
want to leave the home.
“I get a lot of complaints about
students when they want to break a
lease,” Hutchings said.
“Sometimes they are aware of a
problem, but don’t complain about
it for several months. I question
why they’ve lived in their place
for months and now they’re com-
plaining all of a sudden.”
He said there aren’t enough
building inspectors to actively look
for houses that aren’t up to code.
Officers looking for violations can
provide some relief.
Hutchings said the most com-
mon complaint he receives is that
of a lack of egress windows.
Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin
“Don’t be afraid, I’m just tricking the public to treat the logging industry,” chanted Matt Koehler (right) of the
Native Forest Network. A protest was held downtown Friday in opposition of Montana’s legislators voting to pass
the Healthy Forest Initiative.
Fighting for forests
“Quality of life” patrol
looks for student violations
Austin Modine
Kaimin Reporter
COEUR D'ALENE, Idaho (AP)
— Bail of $50,000 was set Monday
for an Aryan Nations member —
running for a seat on the Hayden
City Council — who was arrested
for investigation of malicious
harassment.
Zachary Loren Beck, 24, was
arrested Friday, accused of attack-
ing a Hispanic man in a grocery
store parking lot. Malicious harass-
ment is a hate crime in Idaho.
“I disagree with the charges,”
Beck said during his initial court
appearance Monday in First District
court. “I'm not going anywhere and
I can beat this case.”
Magistrate Judge Paul McCabe
set bail and scheduled a preliminary
hearing in two weeks.
Beck lives with Aryan Nations
founder Richard Butler, who is run-
ning for Hayden mayor on
Tuesday's ballot. Another Aryan
Nations follower, City Council can-
didate Karl Gharst, also is on
Tuesday's ballot.
The Aryan Nations is an anti-
Semitic, white supremacist organi-
zation.
Kootenai County sheriff's offi-
cers allege Beck punched John A.
Albright, 20, of Hayden, in the face
after asking him if he was Mexican.
Beck has contended his
Halloween night arrest was a ploy
by his election opponent,
Councilman Chris Beck, who is not
related to Zach Beck and doesn't
share his views.
Chris Beck, a Hayden geotechni-
cal engineer, said he had nothing to
do with his opponent's arrest.
According to the sheriff's office
report, Albright was parked at
Albertson's about 4:15 p.m. Friday
when a silver Ford pickup pulled
up next to him in the parking lot.
Two men wearing black jackets
with Aryan Nations insignia got out
of the truck and pointed to a sticker
of a Mexican flag on Albright's
window, the report said.
Zach Beck asked Albright if he
was Mexican, and when Albright
said yes, Beck swung at Albright's
face, grazing his chin with a closed
fist, the sheriff's report said.
The other man, who was not
identified, told Albright, “You bet-
ter watch yourself, we know your
car and you better get out of town,”
the report said.
Beck and the other man then fled
in the pickup. Police arrested Beck
at Butler's home, then booked him
into the Kootenai County Jail.
Beck said he moved to Hayden
from California about a year ago to
live with Butler. He said he got
involved with the Aryan Nations
while serving jail time and that he
had an uncle who was a member in
the 1980s.
White supremacist faces
hate crime charges
Everybody now,
Rock your body now,
Everybody now,
www.kaimin.org is back — ALL RIGHT!
Advances in genetic technology raise many
questions, not of what can we do, but of what
should we do, Fr. Kevin Fitzgerald said at St.
Patrick Hospital on Monday night.
“One of the questions we’re going to have to
ask ourselves is, ‘What can we do to human
beings?’” Fitzgerald said. “What sort of tech-
nologies do we have and how shall we apply
them?” 
Fitzgerald, the David Lauler Chair in
Catholic health care bioethics at Georgetown
University, was brought to Missoula to lecture
in the fourth installment of St. Patrick’s six-
week series covering advances in human genet-
ics. Fitzgerald is a Jesuit priest and holds doc-
torates in bioethics and molecular genetics. He
has been an ethics consultant for the National
Society of Genetics Counselors for the past 10
years. 
Fitzgerald’s lecture at St. Patrick, “The Future
and Human Genetics: Bright Horizons or a
Brave New World,” covered many recent mile-
stones in genetic research around the world, and
the ethical questions that will come up as scien-
tists continue to make progress in engineering
and technology.
Fitzgerald related to the audience an ethical
dilemma: Scientists have created artificial chro-
mosomes that not only properly function, but
can also be passed down from generation to
generation.
“Imagine the flexibility, the things that we
can even conceive of doing,” Fitzgerald said.
“Perhaps there were classmates of yours who
used to get upset when someone else got a new
car, a new set of clothes, or got to go on vaca-
tion someplace warm ... and you didn’t. Parents,
you know that’s hard to deal with. But think of
the next generation — when you students are
talking to your teenagers, and they come home
and they’re in tears, not because their friends
got a new car, but because their friends got new
artificial chromosome version 5.0.”
Scientists have made incredible progress with
genetic technology, Fitzgerald said, citing an
experiment in which scientists combined a
human embryo with that of a mouse. The mice
were born with some human cells in their tis-
sues, including reproductive tissue, which put
the scientists in uncomfortable territory. 
“What could happen, statistically, is that the
male mouse reproducing with the female
mouse, happens to send a human sperm to meet
the human egg in the female mouse’s reproduc-
tive system — what would you have?”
Fitzgerald said. “You would have a very inter-
esting situation.” The scientists shut down their
experiment. 
The most important question in dealing with
genetic breakthroughs, Fitzgerald said, is how
society decides who benefits. 
“The technology changes you the same way
it changes everyone else,” Fitzgerald said. “Do
we judge all patients equally?”
Fitzgerald highlighted the gap between the
haves and the have nots in today’s world, and
said new technology would most likely not go
to those who need it the most, even by the theo-
ry that technology eventually trickles down to
everyone.
“Over a third of the people in the world do
not have access to adequate sanitation,”
Fitzgerald said. “How long does it take for tech-
nology to trickle down? Let’s see, I think we’ve
been working on sanitation since, oh, the
Romans, right?”
The advances in research will only be good
for the world, Fitzgerald said, if we emphasize
serving the underserved and marginalized in all
societies.
“Research can be good, but it’s good when
it’s done within a social context,” Fitzgerald
said. “And it’s the society that has to decide
...what the good is going to be to our society.”
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Monday was the 25th anniversary of local cookie and coffee shop Bernice’s Bakery. UM senior Katie Finnegan (left) and bakery employee
Jenny Eck prepare hard sourdough rolls Monday night. In honor of the anniversary, live music and free cookies were offered.
25 tasty years
Brendan Leonard
Kaimin Reporter
Ethics essential to genetic integrity, priest says
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The University of Montana
soccer team thought its season
was over after it lost Friday
against Portland State, 1-0 in
double overtime.
“This is about as bad as it
can be,” UM head coach Betsy Duerksen said after the loss.
“It’s just a disappointment for us that the season has to come
down to something like that. It’s just a story of not coming
through in a big game. Regardless of the referee, we had
chances to score and we didn’t finish them.”
But disappointment turned into jubilation Sunday when UM
defeated Sacramento State 3-1 to secure the fourth and final
playoff spot in the Big Sky Conference championship.
UM was helped by Eastern Washington, which defeated
PSU 3-1 earlier that day. EWU’s win placed PSU lower in the
Big Sky rankings, allowing UM to slip into fourth. It was
EWU’s second conference win of the season, and many
teams, especially UM, were not expecting it.
After UM’s Friday game, sophomore Stephanie Davis
lamented the loss, but set sights on the next year and the
game ahead.
“I think we’re a little shocked, but we’re lucky enough that
we are a young team and we can look forward to returning
players next year,” Davis said.  “We just have to start plan-
ning for next year and know what we have to fix and play our
hearts out on Sunday.”
As it turned out, the extra emphasis on the near future
saved the Griz.
“What an emotional roller coaster,” Duerksen said. “I am
really proud, though, of how our team was able to pick each
other up and come ready to play on Sunday.”
Before an announced crowd of 147 at South Campus
Stadium and under snowy conditions, UM was able to slide
past Sac State on the strength of two second-half goals by
freshman defender Kelly Fullerton and junior forward Tara
Schwager.
“This is just a great ending to a really crazy
weekend,” Duerksen said.
Fullerton’s goal was the first of her UM career,
while Schwager’s was her third of the season.
Sunday, the Griz outshot the Hornets 13-7 —
only the fifth time they’ve outshot an opponent this
season.
Friday’s loss was a different story as the Vikings
outshot the Griz 17-8.
PSU’s Katie Schoene scored off a rebound from
teammate Jamie Blakesley with less than three min-
utes left in the second overtime. Blakesley banged a
shot off the post and UM sophomore goalkeeper
Sarah Braseth went to retrieve it, leaving the net
wide open for Schoene’s shot.
“I didn’t really know if I had scored,” Schoene
said. “So I was just looking around and I couldn’t
really see clearly. I am happy. I am so proud and
happy that I was able to help the team out.”
The game put PSU ahead of UM in the standings,
but the Vikings’ stay in fourth place was short.
The Griz won’t have to wait until next year to
compete in a playoff tournament. Thursday after-
noon in Odgen, Utah, UM will face regular season
conference champ Weber State. Earlier in the sea-
son, the Griz lost a 2-0 decision to the Wildcats in
Odgen.
The Griz have made the conference tournament
each season since the team’s inception in 1997. 
S.O.S. Weekend Ski Sale
6th-9th
10% off all Telemark
Backcountry and Cross-country Skis
• Atomic • Black Diamond • Karhu •
Save 10% on all
ski packages
Skis • Boots • Bindings
FREE Mount with
Package Purchase
Winter Apparel Arriving Daily
• Patagonia • Isis • Marmot
• Arc Teryx • Mammut • Sport Hill
101 SOUTH HIGGINS
721-1670 • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Slide Show: U of M
Journalism Building
Room 304. Sat., Nov.
8th. FREE! Lena
Conlan, a Swede shares
history paddling and
hiking from Scandinavia.
The women of
the University of
Montana cross
country team
proved to be faster
than expected
when they finished
third in the Big Sky Conference cham-
pionship in Flagstaff, Ariz., Saturday.
“The meet went about as well as we
could hope for the women,” said Tom
Raunig, cross country head coach.
Senior Kerry Bogner led the Grizzly
women’s squad with a sixth-place finish
in the 5-kilometer race, while junior
Antony Ford placed eighth in the 8-
kilometer race to lead the men to a
fourth-place team finish.
Preseason rankings listed both teams
fourth in the Big Sky.
“We knew who we had to beat and set
off to do it,” Bogner said. The runners
trained to spot who they needed to beat
on the opposing team and were able to
battle with them until the end, she said.
Bogner said the near 8,000-foot ele-
vation was a little tough for the women,
but the team was able to get through it.
The high elevation was more trouble-
some for the men’s team, which had
hoped to run better, Raunig said,
although it matched its preseason rank-
ing.
In the prenational meet in Cedar
Falls, Iowa, the men ran times that were
faster than Montana State’s and about
even with Weber State, placing them as
high as second in the conference.
Saturday, the squad trailed as Northern
Arizona won the championship on its
home course, followed by Weber in sec-
ond place and MSU in third.
The women followed Weber in sec-
ond, and NAU in first.
Both UM teams have at least one
more race — the NCAA Mountain
Region Championships in Ogden, Utah,
on Nov. 15.
The men will probably send an entire
team to the competition while the
women will send only a few runners
since the squad has been dealing with
injuries. The team has run most of the
last half of the season without its con-
sistent No. 3 runner, Shannon Johnson,
due to a leg injury.
“A lot of the girls want to take some
time ... and prepare for track season,”
Bogner said.
The top two teams in each division of
the Mountain Region Championships
move on to the national championship.
While Raunig does not expect his team
to make it to nationals, he believes that
a few of his individual runners may
make the competition if they can place
in the top 15 at Ogden.
“Kerry Bogner ... and Antony Ford
have solid chances,” Raunig said.
He said regionals will be easier on
the runners since the race will be run at
4,000 feet and won’t give as much of an
advantage to teams such as Weber and
MSU, which practice at elevations as
much as 1,500 feet higher than UM.
Also, the races are longer. The men’s
race moves from 8k to 10k, and the
women’s from 5k to 6k, favoring teams
with more experience and more miles
behind them.
“It should be to our advantage
because we have older guys,” Raunig
said.
Women’s cross country places third
Jeff Windmueller
Sports Editor
Men’s team
finishes fourth in
Big Sky
conference
championship
Griz soccer secures last playoff spot
Will Cleveland
Sports Reporter
UM recovers from
Friday Loss to beat
Sacramento State
Sunday afternoon
www.kaimin.org
After dropping a
pair of home confer-
ence matches over the
weekend, the
University of
Montana volleyball
team faces a strenuous battle to earn a spot in
the Big Sky Conference volleyball tournament.
Despite an incredible performance from
sophomore middle blocker Audrey Jensen,
Montana was ousted Friday by Northern
Arizona University and then fell victim to
Sacramento State on Saturday.
Against the NAU Lumberjacks, UM started
off hot and took the opening game 30-26.
Montana put away the Lumberjacks with a .341
hitting percentage but NAU rebounded and held
UM to a .095 hitting percentage throughout the
remainder of the match en route to a 26-30, 30-
22, 30-26, 30-26 victory.
“We played very well in game one,” UM
head coach Nikki Best said.  “It seems like we
come out with very high energy, but as the
game progresses the errors get higher.”
Montana had trouble handling NAU sopho-
more Ellie Butterfield, who led the match with
24 kills and a .455 hitting percentage. NAU
also got contributions from senior Megan Van
Anda (13 kills, .175) and sophomore Renee
Lathrop (11 kills, .500).
Jensen led the Griz with a team-high 15 kills
and a .560 hitting percentage while gathering
four blocks. 
“Audrey Jensen has been playing very strong
volleyball the last four weeks, and this weekend
in particular she seemed very sharp,” Best said. 
Montana then fell victim to a powerful
Sacramento State team on Saturday and was
downed in three games, 31-29, 30-14, 30-23.
The Hornets managed a hitting percentage of
.264 to overcome big games by Wertz and
Jensen.
Jensen capped her impressive weekend with
10 kills and a .381 hitting percentage against
the Hornets while Wertz celebrated seniors’
night with 16 kills, 12 digs and a .412 hitting
percentage. 
Sacramento State was led by senior Lisa
Beauchene who finished the match with 12
kills and 41 assists en route to grabbing her
fourth Big Sky Conference Player of the Week
award. 
“Her (Lisa Beauchene’s) presence on the
floor is really a strength for Sac State,” Best
said.  “She is a good leader and she moves the
ball very well.  We have a lot of respect for
Lisa Beauchene and what she does for Sac
State.”
A glaring omission from the Montana line-up
was sophomore outside hitter Whitney Pavlik,
who is UM’s second-leading scorer with 2.84
kills a game. Best said Pavlik was unavailable
for the weekend because of an injury and is
questionable for the match against Montana
State on Nov. 7.
Best said that her team has high hopes of fin-
ishing strong and putting up a good fight
against a solid Bobcat team.
“I honestly think we have a chance to win
this thing,” she said. “We have a positive men-
tality and we’re going to give them a run for
their money.”
The two losses over the weekend have
dropped Montana to 1-10 in Big Sky play (6-17
overall) and placed the team in a difficult situa-
tion to achieve post-season status. With three
games remaining, Montana finds itself two
games behind Weber State for the remaining
spot in the Big Sky Conference tourney with
upcoming matches against Montana State,
Eastern Washington and Portland State.
“I sense a (feeling of) recommitment,” Best
said. “I think they are very coachable right now,
and they want to get better. We may have not
won in a while, but we are definitely not quit-
ters.”
Danny Davis
Sports Reporter
UM spikers
face battle in
Big Sky race
Grizzly volleyball
drops two tough
home matches over
weekend, MSU next
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Warming up for the winter season
University of Montana defen-
sive end Tim Bush and punt
returner Levander Segars were
named I-AA players of the week
by the Sports Network after they
posted career-best efforts Saturday against Northern Arizona.
Bush sacked NAU quarterback Jason Murietta four times
and Segars returned two punts for touchdowns in a  59-21
victory over the Lumberjacks in Flagstaff, Ariz.
“I’m not looking forward to going down there and play-
ing,” UM head coach Bobby Hauck said after last week’s
home win over Portland State. “They look awfully good.”
But while NAU looked good on film, the Lumberjacks
were different in person as UM scored 35 points in a row
starting in the second quarter. UM’s 14-10 deficit was turned
into a quick 45-14 advantage.
The Griz defense, led by Bush, a senior, forced four NAU
turnovers and sacked NAU’s Murietta six times.
The offense, on the other hand, had no turnovers for only
the second time this season.
“This was an all-around good game for our team,” Hauck
said.
UM defensive coordinator Jeff Hammerschmidt agreed,
saying he was especially proud of the young secondary,
which played without senior cornerback Vernon Smith.
“We did a good job of disguising things,” Hammerschmidt
said. “All our zone blitzes and the pressure on Murietta real-
ly helped the young guys in our secondary.”
Smith is expected to miss the rest of the season due to a
shoulder injury. Junior defensive end Ciche Pitcher is also
out for the year after he reaggravated a shoulder injury that
caused him to miss all of last season.
UM’s special teams were especially potent on Saturday as
Segars became the first player in Griz history to return two
punts for touchdowns.
“Levander played great, obviously,” Hauck said. “But he
really got some good blocks from our guys, which made me
happy. Plus, he almost had a third touchdown, but the NAU
punter did a nice job of stopping that.”
UM (3-1 conference, 7-2 overall) is tied with Montana
State for the conference lead, while NAU (4-2 conference, 6-
3 overall) dropped its second straight.
NAU played without junior running back Roger Robinson
— scratched from the game due to sore ribs — and managed
only 49 rushing yards on 41 attempts, a season low for the
Lumberjacks.
Murietta, considered NAU’s freshman sensation, had his
roughest game so far as he completed less than half of his
passes for 243 yards and one interception.
Hauck said he is happy with his team’s effort.
“We played real well, but we want to keep improving,”
Hauck said. “We need to do everything better, but nothing in
particular has been poor.”
Saturday, the Griz travel to Sacramento, Calif., to take on
a Hornet team that has lost five straight games since its jun-
ior quarterback, Ryan Leadingham, went down with an
injury.
Hauck said that he is just glad his team is clicking at the
right time.
“We’re in November,” Hauck said. “I hope that we are hit-
ting the gas and revving it up at the right time.”
Bush, Segars lead Griz football win
Will Cleveland
Sports Reporter
Players of the week
help blow out
Northern Arizona 
59-21 on Saturday
‘Pudge’ files
as free agent
NEW YORK (AP) — Catcher Ivan
Rodriguez filed for free agency Monday,
nine days after helping the Florida Marlins
win the World Series.
Rodriguez also became a free agent after
the 2002 season. When he didn’t find a
deal to his liking, he agreed Jan. 20 to a
$10 million, one-year contract.
He hit .297 with 16 homers and 85 RBIs
during the season, then batted .313 with
three homers and 17 RBIs during the post-
season. He was voted MVP of the NL
championship series.
“Pudge has the credentials and the
resume to do whatever he wants,” Florida
pitcher Carl Pavano said Monday. “It
would be a convenience for him to stay in
Florida and with our team. But if we do
lose him for next year, it would be a huge
loss for us because he’s been a huge differ-
ence for the pitching staff, hitting-wise,
everything. He brings so much to the
table.”
Florida outfielders Todd Hollandsworth
and Gerald Williams also filed Monday.
Tom Baker for the Kaimin
Freshman guard Michela Schmitz drives for the net as junior
Crystal Baird, left, attempts to block her shot during the Griz/Lady
Griz scrimmage at Hamilton High School Monday night. The
maroon team won the women’s scrimmage 50-48.
Freshman forward
Matt Dlouhy goes for a
layup as senior forward
Steve Horne tries to
swat the ball away.
Dlouhy scored 14 points
to lead the maroon
team. The silver team
won the men’s scrim-
mage 65-51.
Tom Baker for the Kaimin
Ronald Blum
AP Sports Writer
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LOST & FOUND
Found in Lodge:  Red bike lock key on 10/28.  Call
721-1002 and leave message for Jace.
Found outside of College of Technology:  Backpack
full of clothes.  Claim at the Cashier Window of the
COT.
LOST:  Black Dakine fleece hat 10/29 in North
Underground.  Reward.  243-1485
Found:  Camera 10/25 walking from Griz Game.  Call
to Claim 961-3123
PERSONALS
BE SURE…get tested. Free, anonymous HIV counseling
& testing…243-2122 and press 1.
Don’t get sick as a dog!  Get your Flu Shot!  November
5th and 20th.  UC Atrium 7am - 5pm.
The semester is almost over!  Fill your birth control
and other prescriptions before it’s too late!  Curry
Health Center  243-2122
WHY WEIGHT?   This seminar, led by a counselor and
a dietician, is for women who wish a healthier rela-
tionship with food and their body.  Topics to be cov-
ered include:  thought patterns, nutrition, and body
image.  Call the Counseling and Psychological
Services (CAPS) in the Curry Health Center at 243-
4711
Lifeguarding class being offered @ the Montana
Athletic Club.  Great job for anyone.  Call Tim @ 546-
9719 or call the Club @ 251-3344. (Saturdays starting
Nov. 15th @ 10am)
Write better.  Improve your grades.  Tame the WPA.
Enroll in Critical Writing II, CRN 34082, for spring with
2 writing credits.  Also offered Wintersession.  Call
243-2266.
Fall Ball - November 15 Tickets - UC Box Office/DHC
$10 single/$18 couple - formal attire.
HELP WANTED
Movie extras/ Models needed for Local casting calls.
No exp.  or age required.  Earn up to $200 a day.  1-
888-820-0167
EXTRA CASH - $150/hr to Take Surveys Online.  PT or
FT, set your Own Hours! www.getpaidgroup.com
Make Money taking Online Surveys.  Earn $10-$125 for
Surveys.  Earn $25-$250 for Focus Groups.  Visit
www.cash4students.com/mtum
TUTORS WANTED:  Word/Family Basics looking for
Volunteer tutors to help in elementary and middle
schools 2hrs/wk.  Call Jodi 543-3550 x 64
HABILITATION TECHNICIAN I / CSW - 37.50-hr position
providing services to adults with disabilities in a resi-
dential setting.  Experience working with persons
with TBI and supervisory experience preferred.  HS
Diploma or equivalent.  Valid MT Driver’s License.
Thursday & Friday 6:00am-8:30am.  Saturday &
Sunday 9:00am - 9:00pm.  Monday 2:00pm - 8:00 pm.
$8-8.19/hr.  Closes 11/11/03, 5pm.  Exc. Benefits
including:  generous amount of paid time off, retire-
ment, medical insurance, etc., plus the priviledge of
working with professional and caring fellow staff.
Applications available at OPPORTUNITY RESOURCES,
INC., 2821 S. Russell, Missoula, MT 59801.  Extensive
background checks will be completed.  NO RESUMES.
EOE.
Great opportunity to work in a strong team atmos-
phere!  Our Hospice Program needs a temporary, part-
time to full-time social worker with BSW or MSW to
provide social services to our clients.  Min. 1 year
medical exp. Required.  Starts in January and lasts
approx. 6 months.  No benefits, but very competitive
wage DOE.  Perfect position for someone obtaining
MSW or LCSW.  Complete application at Partners In
Home Care, Inc., 2687 Palmer St., Suite B, Missoula,
MT 59808.  EOE.
SERVICES
ASTROLOGY!  Complete charts and Consultations
available.  Contact Misty at 543-8081 or astrolo-
gy@montana.com
PROFESSIONAL Proofreading/Editing, $1.00/page -
542-0837.
Carpet Cleaning Average Apartment $45 to $55 call
721-0175. 20 years experience.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE!  3 Griz vs Cat Football tickets.  Call 243-
1289
COLD?  WARM WOOLY SWEATERS, HATS, socks, and
gloves, plus colorful knit silk hats and scarves just
arrived from Nepal!  Peace Center, 519 S. Higgins.
Fair Trade.
1996 Olds Cutlass Supreme LS 80k.  31L.  Air Cruise
Tilt PW PL Dual Air Bags New Front and Read Brakes
$5695.  728-2014/546-6546.
FOR RENT
WEEKEND CABINS - $33-$55/night. 251-6611,
www.bigsky.net/fishing Rock Creek Cabins.
Come talk to the “Rental Experts” for a great selec-
tion of apartments and houses.  Professional Property
Management.  721-8990.  Professionalproperty.com
711 Palmer, 3 BD New W/D, Nice interior, convenient
location.  $750/$750  239-2034
ROOMMATES NEEDED
2 smoke friendly guys iso roomie in 2 story house 1mi
from UM.  No Dep.  No cigs inside.  $300/month.  Pets
ok.  919 Woodford 360-0736
MISCELLANEOUS
FREE LEASE:  Must lease 15 yr old 16.2 h Selle Francais
mare for dressage, jumping, trail riding @ my place or
yours.  Experience a must.  Call Lida at 829-1697
PTSA meeting Wed. Nov. 5th at 7:00 pm in Skaggs
room 113.  Richard Smith, former Montana Chapter
APTA President will be speaking about Physician
Owned Physical Therapy Services.
STOP THE STORIES - PROVE YOUR STRENGTH!  Sign up
by Thurs.  Nov 6, 5pm - FRC front desk.  Bench Press
& Dead Lift Contest.  FREE to FRC members (open to
non-members with $6 day-pass fee).  Weight levels -
MEN and WOMEN.  Weigh-in 2pm, rules & warm-up
3:30 - 4pm Lifting begins 4pm in the FRC Gym Sat,
NOV 8.  Questions call 243-2802.
BE A BARTENDER IN MIS-
SOULA
Be a Bartender.  Must be 18 or older.  Make $100-$150
per. night.  Job placement in Missoula.  Get Certified
Call 728-TIPS (8477)
CHANGE YOUR MAJOR
Not happy with your major?  Consider a degree in
Health & Human Performance:  Exercise Science,
Health Enhancement, Applied Health Science,
Athletic Training.  Attend a general advising session
to learn more about options and course requirements.
October 28, 12:30-2pm.  October 30, 12-1:30pm.
November 5, 1-2:30pm.  All sessions in McGill 106A.
Call 243-4255 for more information.  
COMPUTERS
Have a Mac?  Have Problems?  Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work.  Also
willing to trade.
EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED  $250 a day Potential
Local positions 1-800-293-3985 ext 417
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week.  Prepayment is required.  Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
R A T E S
Off Campus
$1 per 5-word line/dayk i o s k Student/Faculty/Staff $.90 per 5-word line/day
K A I M I N   C L A S S I F I E D SThe Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, invest-
ment or related topics before paying out
any money.
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.   
E - m a i l  C L A S S I F I E D  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ s e l w a y . u m t . e d u E - m a i l  D I S P L A Y  A D S  T o :  k a i m i n a d @ k a i m i n . o r g
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BIG BEAR, Calif. (AP) - Firefighters
doused hotspots and watched for new ones
Monday as persistent damp weather brought
Southern California’s vast wildfires to near
full containment.
The positive developments were tempered
by a rise in the death toll to 22 as San
Bernardino County authorities added two
more suspected heart-attack fatalities, and
thousands of people remained displaced by
the fires that burned more than 743,000
acres and destroyed some 3,570 homes.
On the fire lines, cool, moist conditions
persisted in the aftermath of a front that
moved in off the Pacific on Halloween and
brought rain to some areas and snow in the
mountains.
“The weather continues to be healthy for
us,” said Andrea Tuttle, director of the
California Department of Forestry and Fire
Protection, in a conference call with
reporters.
All fires were expected to be surrounded
by Tuesday, if not as early as Monday
evening, Tuttle said.
Efforts were rapidly turning to preventing
mudslides and flooding.
“With the weather now, the race is on to
get that work,” said CDF Deputy Chief Bill
Schultz.
The number of evacuees was well down
from the 80,000 at the peak of the fires, but
more than 27,000 people remained dis-
placed, said Carl DeWing, spokesman for
the state Office of Emergency Services.
The new deaths — of a 54-year-old San
Bernardino man on Saturday and a 67-year-
old Cedar Pines man on Sunday — were
reported by authorities who are investigating
arson as the cause of San Bernardino
County’s Old Fire and could file murder
charges if suspects are captured.
The deaths raised the toll in the county to
six. The circumstances included the fire, the
victims’ evacuation or the destruction of
their homes, the Sheriff’s Department said.
Authorities there also charged three men
Monday with looting evacuated homes. All
pleaded innocent.
President Bush was scheduled to tour San
Diego County fire areas with Gov. Gray
Davis and Gov.-elect Arnold
Schwarzenegger on Tuesday.
Davis said Monday that, in consultation
with Schwarzenegger, he had appointed a
commission to review the firefighting effort
and make recommendations to prevent
future destruction from fires.
The commission will examine reducing
“barriers that prevent expeditious response
of military resources,” development of an
interstate or regional mutual aid system, and
updating local building and planning regula-
tions for high fire-threat zones and brush
clearance, among other issues.
East of San Diego, Schwarzenegger
toured neighborhoods devastated by the
Cedar Fire and spoke to firefighters at a tem-
porary base in El Cajon. “It doesn’t make
any sense that so many people have to suffer
so much because of a disaster like that,” he
said.
Evacuees, meanwhile, were eager to go
home.
Tim Buchfeller, 30, who fled Crestline
when flames climbed the San Bernardino
Mountains last week, waited with his three
sons in a long line to pick up mail at an air-
port evacuation center Monday. He said he
had no doubts about going back despite the
many dead trees around his home.
“All the reasons we moved up there
haven’t changed because of the fire,” he
said.
The 91,000-acre Old Fire, the last of the
blazes to threaten communities, was 83 per-
cent contained as it smoldered in forest atop
the San Bernardino Mountains east of Los
Angeles.
“This is definitely not the flaming front
that occurred last week,” said Ann Westling,
a U.S. Forest Service spokeswoman in Big
Bear.
Temperatures were just above freezing as
low clouds and fog hung low over mountain-
top valleys from Big Bear west to the Lake
Arrowhead area, where hundreds of homes
burned last week.
The weather was “a major benefit. It’s
allowing firefighters to really get in there
and cut lines much closer to the actual fire
front,” Westling said.
Elsewhere, San Diego County’s 280,000-
plus-acre Cedar Fire was at 99 percent con-
tainment, while the 56,700-acre Paradise
Fire was at 75 percent; San Bernardino
County’s Grand Prix Fire was at 97 percent
after burning more than 59,000 acres; and
the 64,000-acre Piru Fire in Ventura County
was 85 percent surrounded.
In the San Bernardino Mountains, small
plumes wafted up from charred areas.
Scattered fire engine crews sprayed smoky
spots and utility crews restrung lines to
restore power.
John Wendt, a U.S. Forest Service fire-
fighter in charge of overseeing defense lines
south of Big Bear near such communities as
Angelus Oaks, was preparing to pull out.
“There’s no threat anymore, we’re going
home,” he said.
Many evacuees from Big Bear began
returning home on Sunday. But much of the
Lake Arrowhead area remained off-limits.
Some evacuees remained at centers; others
were making do on their own.
Patrick McConnell, an auto parts store
clerk from Lake Gregory, was living a
nomadic life with his 12-year-old daughter
— with friends one night, at his mother’s for
two, at his ex-wife’s for one — before find-
ing a $50 per night motel room.
“It’s hitting the bank book,” McConnell
said Sunday, hoping he’d be allowed to
return home on Tuesday. “But I’m lucky, I
guess. If I go a grand or two, it’s better than
some people.”
Sylvia Illman, a Lake Arrowhead resident
and Sierra Club activist, said that after a
week in a pop-up tent parked in a friend’s
driveway, she found herself arguing with her
husband, Ken, and snapping needlessly at
her two boys, ages 5 and 3.
“We can’t help it. The stress level is unbe-
lievable,” she said. “I want to go home.”
___
Associated Press Writers Ron Harris, Ken
Ritter and Laura Wides contributed to this
report.
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Cool, damp weather helps stop blazes
GREAT FALLS (AP) - A former Cascade
County justice of the peace, who resigned last
year amid findings of judicial misconduct,
hanged himself here early Monday morning.
Michael Smartt, 52, was found in the base-
ment of the Rainbow Retirement home where
he often played the piano and where his
Shriner's club met.
He was alone when he hanged himself some-
time between 1 a.m. and 2 a.m., Chief Deputy
Coroner Lt. Jim Bruckner said. A worker found
his body shortly after 5 a.m.
Toxicology tests are being conducted,
Bruckner said.
Close friend and fellow attorney Channing
Hartelius, who also represented Smartt in his
defense against misconduct charges, said
Smartt missed being a judge.
"That whole judgeship thing really got to
him _ being a judge was the love of his life,"
Hartelius told the Great Falls Tribune Monday
evening.
In October 2000, fellow Justice of the Peace
Sam Harris and a staff member discovered
homosexual pornography on Smartt's computer.
Smartt said he was looking for images for a
joke birthday card for his wife.
Although county officials found he had bro-
ken no rules, the state Judicial Standards
Commission, which also heard testimony on
charges that Smartt broke into a Sidney man's
house and molested him, recommended Smartt
be removed from office.
In the midst of the controversy, Smartt chose
to run for a different justice of the peace seat.
He was defeated in the June primary.
In October 2002, Smartt was suspended
without pay until the end of his term that
December. He resigned the following week.
Smartt had returned to family law and his
business was beginning to build, and he was an
active Shriner and Mason, said Hartelius and
longtime friend and fellow Shriner Jerry Evans.
Two of Smartt's four brothers also killed
themselves. In August 1980, George "Matt"
Smartt Jr. died of a self-inflicted gunshot
wound, and in August 2002, Edward L. "Ned"
Smartt, 50, shot himself at Haggarty Motors,
the family business.
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